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Abstract—This paper presents algorithm for multifocus image
fusion in spatial domain based on iterative segmentation and
edge information of the source images. The basic idea is to divide
the images into smaller blocks, gather edge information for each
block and then select the region with greater edge information to
construct the resultant ‘all-in-focus’ fused image. To improve the
fusion quality further, an iterative approach is proposed. Each
iteration selects the regions in focus with the help of an adaptive
threshold while leaving the remaining regions for analysis in
the next iteration. A further enhancement in the technique is
achieved by making the number of blocks and size of blocks
adaptive in each iteration. The pixels which remain unselected
till the last iteration are then selected from the source images by
comparison of the edge activities in the corresponding segments
of the source images. The performance of the method have been
extensively tested on several pairs of multifocus images and
compared quantitatively with existing methods. Experimental
results show that the proposed method improves fusion quality
by reducing loss of information by almost 50% and noise by more
than 99%.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Image Fusion has been widely used in a
wide variety of applications like medicine, satellite imaging,
remote sensing, machine vision, automatic change detection,
biometrics etc. Image fusion is a concept of combining multi-
ple images into one single image containing more information
than that of individual source images. With the existing image-
capturing devices, it is not always possible to obtain a single
image with all the desired information. When capturing an
image of a three dimensional scene it is desirable to have all
the objects in the scene to be in focus.
However, it is not always feasible to capture an all-in-
focus image; since optical lenses of imaging sensor, especially
with long focal length, only have a limited depth of field.
The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary multi
sensor, multi temporal and/or multi view data into a new image
containing all the necessary information from the various
source images. In case of multifocus image fusion, the aim is
to obtain an all-in-focus image by acquiring information from
different focal planes of the various source images and fusing
them together into one single image where all the objects in
the scene appear to be in focus.
In this paper a novel approach to multifocus image fusion
have been proposed based on region based edge information of
the source images. At first, the source images are segmented
into smaller blocks. Then edge information of each block is
gathered and selection of any block from the source images
is done by comparison of the corresponding edge activity.
Next, we introduces an adaptive threshold for comparison
between the corresponding regions of the source images.
Lastly, an iterative method is proposed to facilitate the division
of required regions into appropriate number of blocks and
subsequent selection of block based on an efficient adaptive
threshold for comparison. Each iteration preserves the sub-
blocks of the source images which are in focus and then
passes the remaining regions to the next iteration. The resultant
fused images are both quantitatively and visually better than
those produced by various other algorithms. Section II gives
overview of some of the classical as well as recent image
fusion techniques. Section III and IV describes the proposed
fusion approaches. Quantitative parameters used for the perfor-
mance evaluations are reported in Section V. The experimental
results (quantitative and visual) are provided and analyzed in
the section VI. Section VII concludes the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Image fusion can be as simple as taking pixel-by-pixel
average of the source images, but that often leads to un-
desirable side effects such as reduced contrast. Fusion can
broadly be classified as, fusion in frequency domain and in
spatial domain. It can be implemented using various fusion
rules e.g. ′mean′ or ′max′ where fused coefficient is average
or maximum of source coefficients respectively. One can also
take ′weighted average′ instead, where fused coefficient is
weighted average of source coefficients as proposed by [1],
[2].
In recent years, various multiscale transforms have become
very popular, such as wavelet, wavelet packet, curvelet and
contourlet [1], [2], [4]- [8]. In [5], authors have taken weighted
average in wavelet domain using fixed weights (0.6 for CT and
0.4 for PET). S. Arivazhagan et. al [2] proposed a wavelet
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based fusion method for multifocus images using weighted
average fusion rule in which, weights are based on local sta-
tistical features like mean and standard deviation. Similarly, [6]
and [8] have used weights based on local mean and energy to
fuse medical and surveillance images respectively in wavelet-
packet domain. Soad Ibrahim et. al [7] have fused surveillance
images using contourlet and [1] have fused multifocus images
combining curvelet and wavelet. Both of them have used
′maximum′ fusion rule. The basic idea in all these transform
based method is to perform a multiresolution decomposition
on each source image, then integrate all these decompositions
to form a composite representation, and finally reconstruct
the fused image by performing an inverse multiresolution
transform. This type of algorithm can avoid the discontinuity
in the transition zone, but it is computationally expensive.
Besides, the frequency algorithm may produce artifacts such
as Gibbs phenomenon.
The basic idea of algorithms proposed in this paper is to
select an image block from one of the source images, having
greater edge information compared to other source image
iteratively. The work is mainly focused on finding optimal
block size. As the fusion method is in spatial domain we save
on time compared to frequency domain techniques which need
to transform image to and from frequency domain. Besides,
instead of taking weighted average of source pixel, we propose
to select one of the source pixel as it is; to avoid blurring
caused by ’average’ or ’weighted average’ fusion rule.
III. PROPOSED ITERATIVE FUSION WITH FIXED BLOCK
SIZE AND ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD USING EDGE
INFORMATION (FBS −AT )
Edges characterize boundaries and therefore have a funda-
mental importance in image processing. Edges in images are
areas with strong intensity contrasts a jump in intensity from
one pixel to the next. Edge detection of an image significantly
reduces the amount of data and filters out useless informa-
tion, while preserving the important structural properties in
an image. In case of multifocus image fusion, if the edge
information of the source images is correctly extracted, the
subsequent task of interpreting the information content and
detecting the in-focus regions becomes a lot easier. There are
many ways to perform edge detection. In case of multifocus
image fusion, the purpose of extracting edge information is
to provide strong visual clues that can help the recognition
process and can make a clear distinction between the in-focus
regions of the source images. In this paper we have used the
canny edge detector [9]. Basic idea is to detect at the zero-
crossings of the second directional derivative of the smoothed
image in the direction of the gradient where the gradient
magnitude of the smoothed image being greater than some
threshold depending on image statistics.
Figure 1 shows two source images with complementary
regions in focus. Figure 2 shows the edge map of the images
in figure 1, using canny edge detection. The threshold has been
chosen such that the edge information of only the objects in
the in-focus region of the images gets extracted. Hence in
(a) Foreground in focus (b) Background in focus
Fig. 1. Registered multifocus source images of ’clock’ [10]: (a) foreground
in focus (b) background in focus
(a) Foreground in focus (b) Background in focus
Fig. 2. Corresponding edge maps of multifocus ’clock’ images using Canny
edge detector: (a) foreground in focus (b) background in focus
Figure 2(a), the edges are more prominent in the left region,
while in Figure 2(b), the edge information is concentrated to
the right.
After extracting the edge information as illustrated in the
earlier section, the source images are divided into a fixed
number of blocks. The images shown here were divided into
16 blocks. Next, the edge information obtained from the two
source images are compared and the image block with higher
edge activities are selected to be part of the fused image.
However, that the certain blocks extracted from different
source images might contain almost similar number of edges
and thus the selection procedure needed to be refined. In this
algorithm (FBS − AT ), selection is made in three iterations
described as follows:
1) Firstly, the source images are divided into a certain
number of blocks. Then, the difference between edge
information from the two source images is computed
for each block. Next, the mean of all these differences
is calculated and set as the adaptive threshold (T ). Now,
the differences are compared with this threshold T and
only those blocks for which the difference exceeds the
threshold are chosen and incorporated into the final
fused image from their corresponding source image. The
rest of the blocks are passed on to the next iteration. The
resultant image at the end of the first iteration for the
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Fig. 3. Resultant image obtained after every iteration of the proposed iterative fusion with fixed block size and adaptive threshold using edge information
(FBS −AT ): (a) first iteration (b) second iteration (c) final fused image
‘clock’ image pair is shown in Figure 3(a).
2) In the second iteration, the mean of the differences of the
regions passed over from the last iteration is calculated
and set as the new threshold. Once again, the difference
between the number of edge pixels for corresponding
image block from different source images, is compared
with the threshold, and if the difference is higher than
the threshold then the respective block with higher edge
information is incorporated into the fused image. The
resultant image at the end of the second iteration for the
‘clock’ image pair is shown in Figure 3(b).
3) In the third iteration, all the blocks for which no deci-
sion has been made are analyzed and the blocks with
relatively higher edge information is selected to be part
of the fused image. The resultant final fused image for
the ‘clock’ image pair is shown in Figure 3(c).
IV. PROPOSED ITERATIVE ALGORITHM WITH ADAPTIVE
BLOCK SIZE AND ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD (ABS −AT )
Fig. 4. Final fused image obtained from the proposed iterative algorithm
with adaptive block size and adaptive threshold (ABS −AT )
This algorithm is a further enhancement of the proposed
FBS − AT algorithm. The improvement here is based on
the fact that different images might give different results
depending upon the number of blocks they are being divided
into. Also, as the analysis proceeds to higher levels of iteration,
smaller blocks give better results. Hence in this algorithm, as
the iterations change so do the number of divisions. However,
the number of divisions are upper-bounded to 256. This in
turn decides the lower bound on the size of the blocks. The
proposed adaptive threshold concept is used here too. This
algorithm can be detailed as follows:
1) The first iteration is carried out in the same way as
described in FBS −AT (section III).
2) In the next iteration, the image is divided such that each
block is subdivided by twice the number of divisions
used in last iteration, i.e. each block of last iteration
will be considered as 4 separate blocks. For example,
if 10 blocks were passed from the last iteration to the
current iteration, these will now be processed in form
of 10 × 4 = 40 blocks. The mean of the differences
of edge information from the two source images of
these blocks is calculated and set as the new threshold.
The regions for which the adaptive threshold criteria
is met are incorporated into the final fused image and
remaining blocks are passed over to the next iteration.
The upper bound on maximum number of divisions
and/or minimum block size is set as a control parameter
to conclude these iterations and move on to the next
stage.
3) At the end of all the iterations of step 2, the blocks for
which no decision has been made are analyzed simply by
comparing number of respective edge pixels, i.e, for each
of these left-over regions, information is taken from the
source image which contains higher edge information in
that area.
Hence we can say that in this algorithm, the second iteration
is expanded to incorporate several other sub- iterations, each
with increasing number of divisions performed on the regions
passed over from the previous iteration. Also, each of these
iterations in step 2, uses a new threshold value calculated using
the regions of that iteration, thus making number of blocks and
threshold value, both adaptive. The resultant final fused image
for the ‘clock’ image pair is shown in Figure 4.
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V. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION INDICES OF IMAGE
FUSION
A fusion artifact introduced into the fused image by the
fusion process could lead to a benign object being classified
as a threat or a valid target; so an efficient fusion method is
one that introduces minimum artifacts. Objective evaluation
of fusion quality in the absence of ground truth still does not
have a universally accepted solution, and hence is a challenge.
Researchers have used and proposed various parameters [1]-
[8], [11]- [15], Petrovic Metrics being among the most
recent ones [15]. To make the exhaustive study, we have con-
sidered several classical evaluation parameters so far reported
in literature, which are as follows:
1) Average P ixel Intensity (µ) or mean (F ): an index
of contrast.
2) Average Gradient (G): a measure of sharpness and
clarity degree.
3) Standard Deviation (SD or σ): this is the square root
of the variance, which reflects the spread in the data.
4) Entropy (H): an index to evaluate the information
quantity in an image.
5) Mutual Information (MI) or Fusion Factor: a
measure of correlative information content in fused
image with respect to source images.
6) Fusion Symmetry (FS) or Information
Symmetry: an indication of how much symmetric the
fused image is with respect to source images.
7) Normalized Correlation (CORR): a measure of rele-
vance of fused image to source images.
8) Petrovic Metric Parameter QABF : an index of edge
information preservation.
9) Petrovic Metric Parameter LABF : a measure of loss
of edge information.
10) Petrovic Metric Parameter NABF : a measure of
noise or artifacts added due to
The first seven parameters are computed using equations 1
to 8, assuming (m×n) image size. All the Petrovic Metrics
are computed as described in [15].
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MIFAB = MIAF +MIBF (5)
MIAF and MIBF quantify mutual information between
source image A and fused image F and, source image B and
fused image F respectively. MIFAB is a measure of overall
mutual information between source images and fused image.
FS = 2− |MIAF /(MIAF +MIBF )− 0.5| (6)
If the fused image is equally symmetric to both the source
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Here rAF and rBF represents normalized correlation between
source images and fused image, and CORR stands for overall
average normalized correlation.
CORR = (rAF + rBF )/2 (8)
Theoretically, for parameters 1 to 8: higher the value, better is
the quality of fused image; whereas for remaining parameters
(LABF , NABF ): lower the value, better is the quality.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results of fusion using the three proposed methods are
compared with twelve existing techniques. First two methods
are spatial domain fusion using Mean and Maximum fusion
rule respectively, where fused pixel is average/maximum of
source pixels. Wavelet (DWT ) [2] and Curvelet-Wavelet
(CV T − DWT ) [1] are two of the best recent methods
of multifocus image fusion. DWT [5] and Wavelet Packet
(DWPT ) [6] are methods used for medical image fusion,
whereas DWPT [8] and Contourlet (CNT ) [7] are methods
for fusing multispectral surveillance images. Besides these,
we have also compared the results with fusion using DWT ,
DWPT , curvelet (CV T ) and CNT with ′mean − max′
fusion rule where for low frequency coefficients average,
and for high frequency coefficient maximum of the source
coefficients is taken as the fused coefficient [8].
We have experimented with several standard test pairs of
multifocus images provided by ImageFusion.org. However, as
the results were consistent with all the test images, results of
only one of the pairs namely ′clock′ shown in Figure 1, are
discussed and tabulated (Table I) in this paper. We have also
generated our own database of simulated multifocus image
pairs by processing well focused images, so that for these
pairs ground truth can be made available and performance
evaluation can be complete in true sense. One of such pair
generated from well-known ′Lena′ image (size 512 × 512),
is shown in Figure 5 (a)-(b). For generating these simulated
multifocus images, we first took a well focused image which
can be used as the ’ground truth’ (GT ) and created two masks,
one for the foreground and one for the background. Then to
generate first simulated multifocus source image, we blurred
the background using Gaussian blur keeping foreground in fo-
cus and for second source image we kept original background
in focus and blurred the foreground. The respective evaluating
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parameters are reported in Table II and image results are given
in Figure 5.
Existing contourlet based multifusion fusion technique
(CNT [7]), has one of the highest value for Gradient indicat-
ing the sharpest fused image, but both the methods also have
the lowest Petrovic quality (QABF ) value. This clearly shows
that the Gradient can not be a good measure of performance
always, as its value can be higher due to artifacts also, which
can be disastrous. The other existing multifocus fusion [1]
gives relatively higher quality (QABF ) but at the cost of
producing higher noise (NABF . All other existing techniques
give poor quality and / or high noise, and hence not suitable for
multifocus image fusion. However, the proposed methods give
the highest value for QABF indicating that edge information is
preserved very well. The major achievement is the significantly
lowest noise (NABF ) value, which the most desired quality
of an efficient fusion technique. The proposed techniques
also have high values for Entropy, Mutual Information,
Fusion Symmetry and Correlation, indicating increase in
relevant information. Visual quality of proposed fusion is also
clearly superior as seen in Figure 4 and 5.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results show that the fusion technique de-
veloped for other class of images (e.g. medical, multispectral)
may not do equally good for multifocus image fusion. It also
show that the proposed fusion techniuqe is well suited for
fusion of multifocus images in spatial domain. The method
shows significant improvement over existing multifocus image
fusion methods, outperforming in all the evaluation indices,
as can be seen from the results given in Table I with best
values for all the Petrovic metrics. The major achievements
of the proposed method is minimum artifacts (lowest NABF )
and maximum edge preservation (highest QABF ). This is a
significant achievement, as artifacts may lead to wrong inter-
pretations which can be catastrophic, especially in applications
like surveillance where it can result into false alarms. In
addition, the proposed method also yield excellent sharpness,
clarity and edge preservation along with increase in mutual
information, fusion symmetry and correlation; hence giving
better visual quality.
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